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4.1.1 GENERAL

An appropriate land-use framework for the Docklands is required to allow for the physical de-

velopment of the remaining derelict sites and the wider rejuvenation of the entire Docklands 

Area. The land-use policies and objectives of the Master Plan also need to reflect the social and 

economic objectives of the Plan and be integrated with the transportation, infrastructural and 

urban-design frameworks outlined in Parts 5 and 6 of the Plan. The effective integration of land 

use with the above will be crucial in the realisation of the over-arching land-use policy of the 

Plan, which is to achieve a sustainable high-quality environment that can facilitate living, work-

ing and leisure and serve to promote public transport, cycling and walking as the primary modes 

of travel within the area. All land-use proposals will be assessed against these aims.

The pace of development across the various land uses within the Docklands reached histori-

cally high levels since the adoption of the last Plan in 2003. According to research carried 

out by CBRE (at the beginning of 2008) on behalf of the Authority as part of the preparation 

of this Plan, some 3,690 residential units were completed in the Docklands since 2002, with 

approximately 3,200 residential units currently under construction. These units stem from de-

velopments certified under the Section 25 Planning Scheme process and are subject to 20% 

Social and Affordable requirement or under the Planning and Development Acts, the figures 

for the social and affordable units that have been permitted by Dublin City Council are not 

available (under the Planning and Development Acts; the Council has a number of options 

available to deliver these units). 

In relation to office development, the same report estimates that some 248,000 sq m of office 

accommodation was completed within Docklands since 2002, which equates to 25% of the 

total office development that took place in Dublin during that period. In terms of retail floor-

space, the Authority’s Monitoring Report of 2007 estimates that 11,311 sq m of retail develop-

ment was completed since 1997 in the Area with a further 35,956 sq m under construction 

and 25,664 sqm yet to commence. Significant tourism, cultural and leisure development has 

also taken since 2003 with construction well under way on new facilities including art galleries, 

theatres and the Convention Centre, Dublin whilst CBRE estimate that when current develop-

ments under construction are completed, there will be approximately 1,400 hotel bedrooms 

in the Docklands. However, in line with recent economic and land-use trends, manufacturing, 

warehousing and industrial uses within the Docklands have continued to decline, as the area 

becomes increasingly commercial and residential and as occupiers and land owners in these sec-

tors continue to re-locate to more cost-effective locations outside of Docklands.

Whilst the above development statistics clearly reflect the unprecedented level of construction 

activity that has taken place in Ireland and particularly in Dublin since 2002, somewhat more 

uncertain economic conditions have emerged since 2007 and are likely to remain for some 

time. Notwithstanding this current situation, the Master Plan will continue to pursue a me-

dium-to-long-term vision for the Docklands and the land use strategy will, therefore, identify 

and respond to the future land use planning requirements for the Docklands Area for a period 

of at least 5 years and up to 10 years (subject to further review in 2013).  

4.1 INTRODUCTION
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4.1.2 PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK

The national, regional and city-wide planning framework has continued to develop in the five years 
since the 2003 Master Plan was adopted. Relevant policy documents include the ‘National Spatial 
Strategy, 2002-2020’, the ‘Regional Planning Guidelines for the Greater Dublin Area, 2004’, ‘Trans-
port 21’ and the ‘Dublin City Development Plan, 2005-2011’, together with a range of Ministe-
rial Guidance documents issued in relation to development-management issues. The latter notably 
includes the recently published ‘Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas Consultation 
Draft Guidelines for Planning Authorities February 2008’ (revising and updating the Residential Den-
sity Guidelines, 1999) and ‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments’, is-
sued in September 2007. There are also a number of other important strategic planning documents 
currently in preparation, which will need to be taken into account in respect of the Docklands when 
finalised, including the review of the ‘Greater Dublin Retail Strategy’ and the Dublin City Council 
document, ‘Maximising the City’s Potential: A Strategy for Intensification and Height’, both of which 
are at draft stage. These documents are outlined in Part 1 of this Plan and due regard has been paid 
to the provisions of these policy documents in the drafting of the Master Plan review.

4.1.3 LAND-USE VISION

The land-use vision for the Docklands is derived from its location adjoining the city, the range of exist-
ing and proposed high quality public transportation routes and nodes serving the area and the unique 
opportunity that exists to create a high-quality sustainable urban environment. It will be rooted in the 
national and regional planning framework as set out in the ‘National Spatial Strategy 2002-2020’ and 
the ‘Regional Planning Guidelines for the Greater Dublin Area 2004’, as relevant to Dublin City.   

The Docklands continues to be the largest area of the city which offers the opportunity of achieving 
a sustainable built environment where living, working and leisure can be integrated in a way that 
obviates the need for extensive use of private transport and where the juxtaposition of residents and 
employees can be positively realised. This in turn will promote public transport, walking and cycling 
as primary modes of transport within Docklands. This vision requires a policy of mixed-use develop-
ment where compatible uses are integrated and development is designed to the highest standards to 
achieve a vibrant and coherent city quarter, with active ground-floor uses, particularly along primary 
streets and principal public spaces. It also requires the provision of supporting social and economic 
facilities in tandem with the rollout of residential and commercial development.  

In accordance with the principles of sustainable development and the delivery of significant public 
transport infrastructure to the Docklands, a policy of higher-density development and intensification, 
including taller buildings, will be pursued in locations that are public transport interchanges or very 
well served by a combination of public transport infrastructure. Such development will be subject to 
the provision of the highest-quality architectural design, public realm and open space, together with 
the provision of community gain (in accordance with a community gain scheme to be implemented 
for Planning Schemes by the Authority), the proper planning of sustainable neighbourhoods in accord-
ance with the ‘Consultation Draft Guidelines for Planning Authorities: Sustainable Residential Devel-
opment in Urban Areas Consultation Draft Guidelines for Planning Authorities’ February 2008’ and 
good connectivity to public transport and will be implemented through the detailed requirements and 
standards of Section 25 Planning Schemes or through amending Schemes.  

It is recognised that there are also certain existing uses within the Area, such as open spaces, 
which will require zoning protection where there is significant pressure for higher land values. 
Such protection will also be necessary to ensure the amenities of existing residential areas are 
reasonably maintained and improved.  

LIFFEY QUAYS PROPOSED LANDSCAPING

GRAND CANAL SQUARE

GALLERY QUAY PLAYGROUND
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It is proposed to provide for an appropriate ‘rejuvenation’ land use zoning objective (Z14) over an 
area that includes part of the River Liffey at North Wall Quay in order to consider innovative forms 
of intervention to enliven the Liffey Quays, subject to consistency with the amenity and conservation 
of the area, and the enhancement of the use of these amenities by the members of the public, to 
be considered as part of the proposed amendment to the North Lotts Planning Scheme (see Part 8: 
Implementation and Map A: Zoning Objectives).

The proposed Planning Scheme will consider creative and innovative development proposals for the 
campshire and river, provided they are consistent with the amenity and conservation of the area, and 
enhance the use of these amenities by members of the public. 

Policies  

In terms of land use, the Authority will undertake the following overarching, strategic policies:  

The following sections of the Master Plan deal with land use under a number of broad group 
headings and also set out the land use zoning changes proposed in this Plan.  The details 
of the local planning framework, implemented through Section 25 Planning Schemes, are 
provided in Part 8 of the Plan.

Policy LU1
Implement the strategy for development as set out in the ‘National Spatial 
Strategy, 2002-2020’ and the ‘Regional Planning Guidelines for the Greater 
Dublin Area, 2004’, to maintain the role of Dublin as the key driver of the 
economy, and through the physical consolidation of the city in residential 
and employment terms.  

Policy LU2 
Pursue a policy of mixed-use development in the Docklands Area, which 
would achieve a sustainable environment integrating living, working and 
leisure and serve to promote public transport, cycling and walking as the 
principal modes of travel within the Area.  

Policy LU3
Higher-density development, taller buildings and intensification will be 
dependent on the provision of high-quality architectural design, public 
realm, open space, community gain, the proper planning of sustainable 
neighbourhoods, connectivity to public transport and adequate water, 
drainage, electricity and flood protection infrastructure.

Policy LU4
The Authority will consider higher plot ratios, and in certain circumstanc-
es lower plot ratios, for development in Section 25 Planning Schemes, 
consistent with the provision of all necessary infrastructure (including 
water, waste water, electricity, public transport and social infrastructure), 
in accordance with the provisions set out in Section 4.2.4 and Section 
4.4.3 of this Master Plan.

Policy LU5
Promote active ground-floor uses, especially along those primary streets 
and spaces that are used as pedestrian and movement corridors, through 
and within the Area.
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4.1.4 DEFINITIONS

Map A Zoning Objectives is included showing proposed land use zonings in the appropriate for-

mat. Appendix I sets out in matrix form the uses that are ‘permissible’ and ‘open for consideration’ 

for the various zoning objectives. Reference should be made to the ‘Dublin City Development Plan, 

2005-2011’ for a comprehensive schedule of uses listed under each category and definitions of 

various uses. A ‘permissible’ use is one which is generally acceptable in principle in the relevant 

zones, but which is subject to normal planning considerations, including policies and standards. 

An ‘open for consideration’ use is one which may be permitted where the proposed develop-

ment would be compatible with the overall policies and objectives for the zone, would not have 

undesirable effects on the permitted uses and would otherwise be consistent with the sustainable 

development of the Area. These two categories are considered suited to the overall objective of 

securing a sustainable mixture of uses while providing for key uses that will drive forward the 

economic and social development of the Area. 

4.1.4.1 PLOT RATIO AND LAND AREA

Plot ratio is defined as the proportion of the total gross floor area of a building(s) to the area of land 

or site area.  

Gross plot ratio as provided in the Master Plan refers to all zoned lands, including roads and other 

routes and spaces, within the designated boundary of a Section 25 Planning Scheme area, with 

the exception of lands zoned Z9 “to preserve, provide and improve recreational amenity and open 

space” and Z11 “to protect and improve canal, coastal and river amenities”, which are intended for 

comprehensive development, redevelopment, rejuvenation conservation and renewal. Accordingly 

and for the purposes of this definition, indicative gross plot ratios for mixed use development speci-

fied in the Master Plan for Section 25 Planning Scheme areas will relate to those lands as described 

above which are intended to be the subject of comprehensive development, redevelopment, rejuve-

nation, conservation and renewal in the Planning Scheme area. 

Section 25 Planning Schemes may provide for both gross and net plot ratios.  

Gross plot ratios are generally provided in a Planning Scheme for large landholdings and/or blocks 

of land. A gross plot ratio referred to in a Planning Scheme relates to the entire large landholding 

or block, including existing or future internal roads and spaces that are within the perimeter of the 

landholding / block, but excluding all public roads and spaces outside the boundary or perimeter of 

that landholding / block.  

Net plot ratios in a Planning Scheme are site specific and generally applied to one or more sites 

within a large landholding or larger block. A net plot ratio in a Planning Scheme refers to the area 

of land within the boundary of a site (‘site area’), excluding all surrounding or adjoining roads and 

spaces which are outside the boundary or perimeter of that site. 

4.1.4.2 PLANNING CONSISTENCY

Section 24(5) of the 1997 Act requires that Dublin City Council shall consider the making of a de-

velopment plan for that part of their area which would be consistent with the Master Plan, or such 

variation of the development plan as may be desirable to secure consistency between that plan and 

the Master Plan (see Part 1: Introduction, Section 1.3.3).
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4.2 RESIDENTIAL

4.2.1 OVERVIEW

Section 24 (2) (b) (vi) of the 1997 Act requires that the Master Plan shall “include proposals for the 

development of existing and new residential communities in the Dublin Docklands Area including 

development of housing for people of different social backgrounds”.

The promotion and expansion of the residential base of Docklands has been a central tenet of residen-

tial land-use policy in the two preceding Docklands Master Plans (1997 and 2003) and this policy will 

be continued in this Plan.  

In land-use zoning terms, this has generally been achieved through the allocation of residential use 

to all parts of the Docklands and through the implementation of a 60:40 residential-to-commercial 

use ratio on lands zoned Objective Z14 (to seek the social, economic and physical rejuvenation of 

an area with mixed use of which residential and Zone 6 would be the predominant uses). Given the 

importance of promoting Docklands as a vibrant living urban quarter with an established residential 

base, it is proposed to generally maintain the 60:40 residential to commercial land use mix in Sec-

tion 25 Planning Schemes areas. However, the Authority may consider some flexibility in relation to 

this ratio in specific locations, provided the land use mix is generally maintained across the Section 

25 Planning Scheme areas. 

In relation to the proposed Section 25 Planning Scheme for Poolbeg a floorspace ratio in the or-

der of 60-70:40-30 residential to commercial use will be required due to the limited capacity of 

the road network in the vicinity and the estimated capacity of appropriate public transportation 

infrastructure to serve the area.

A total of approximately 1,500 residential units were constructed between the adoption of the first 

Docklands Master Plan in 1997 and 2002. In the period from 2002 to 2007, this more than doubled 

to 3,690 units constructed or an average of 615 dwellings per year according to a study carried out 

by CBRE at the beginning of 2008. These units stem from developments certified under the Section 

25 Planning Scheme process and are subject to 20% Social and Affordable requirement or under the 

Planning and Development Acts, the figures for the social and affordable units that have been permit-

ted by Dublin City Council are not available as under the Planning Act; the Council has a number of 

options available to deliver these units. It is estimated that there are over 3,200 units currently under 

construction in the Docklands at present. The majority of the units constructed comprise two-bedroom 

apartments. In terms of distribution, it is notable that whilst the bulk of the units (74%) constructed 

between 2002 and 2007 occurred in the South Docklands area, approximately 89% of the units cur-

rently under construction are located in North Docklands.   

In demographic terms, according to the Census, the population of Docklands in 2006 was 22,086, 

which represents a significant increase on the 2002 population (19,705). The majority of this 

growth has occurred in South Docklands, in line with the above development trend.  In terms of 

household size, the 2006 Census identifies the average household size in the Docklands to be two 

persons per household, which is well below the national and Dublin averages of 2.8 persons and 

2.2 persons respectively.  

The significant increase in residential development within the Docklands and associated popula-

tion growth over the period 2002-06, as well as development over the last two years, as outlined 

above, reflects the unprecedented economic growth and construction activity that occurred in 

Ireland during that period. Whilst this has slowed considerably since the end of 2007 in the face 

of uncertain international economic conditions and a slowing domestic property market, there 

remain a number of indicators that support continuing significant residential development in 

Docklands. Notwithstanding the current lull in the residential property market and associated lack 

of market confidence, demand for housing remains fundamentally strong given the rapidly grow-

ing population of Dublin, reducing household sizes and the inherent advantages of Docklands as 

GRAND CANAL QUAY

CHARLOTTE QUAY

THE GASWORKS, BARROW STREET
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a residential location in terms of its proximity to the city centre and potential access to a high-

quality urban environment and quality public transportation linkages. In addition, there is likely to 

be a considerable amount of new residential development taking place in the medium term in the 

North Lotts and Poolbeg areas that will further increase the residential base of the Area. As such, 

this Plan will strongly encourage the delivery of residential accommodation in the Area to further 

consolidate the Docklands as a vibrant living city quarter.

The population of the Docklands increased from 17,414 in 1996 to 22,086 in 2006, based on the Dis-

trict Electoral Divisions (DEDs) of North Dock A, North Dock B, North Dock C, Mansion House A (80%), 

South Dock (50%), Pembroke East A and Pembroke West A (50%) as applied in the 2003 Master Plan 

and the Authority’s Monitoring Reports.  

Table 4.1 identifies that the population of the Docklands rose by over one quarter (26.8%), in the 

1996-2006 period.  This compares to growth of 5.1%, 12.2% and 16.9% in Dublin City, Dublin 

County and the State respectively over the same period.  The level of growth witnessed in the 

Docklands moderated slightly between 2002 and 2006 (12.1%) compared to that experienced in 

the 1996-2002 period (13.2%). However, although the Docklands is experiencing significant demo-

graphic expansion, there are a number of key variations in the level of population growth experi-

enced in the period under consideration:

                                     Historic Population Trends 1996 – 2006

Area/ED 1996 Change 
‘96 –‘02

2002 2006 Change 
‘02 –‘06

Change 
‘96 –‘06

Change 
‘02 

–‘06 Per 
Annum

Change 
‘96 

–‘06 Per 
Annum

% % % % %

North Dock A 1,188 8.3 1,287 1,200 -6.8 1 -1.7 0.1

North Dock B 3,655 -0.7 3,628 3,690 1.7 1 0.4 0.1

North Dock C 2,411 48 3,568 4,179 17.1 73.3 4.3 7.3

Mansion House A1 2,511 36 3,415 3,570 4.5 42.2 1.1 4.2

South Dock2 1,654 13.8 1,882 2,562 36.1 54.9 9.0 5.5

Pembroke East A 4,349 -1 4,304 4,754 10.5 9.3 2.6 0.9

Pembroke West A3 1,646 -1.5 1,621 2,131 31.5 29.5 7.9 2.9

Total Docklands 17,414 13.2 19,705 22,086 12.1 26.8 3.0 2.7

 

Comparators

Dublin City 481,854 2.9 495,781 506,211 2.1 5.1 The figures directly 
above in purple refer to 
percentages and reflect 
the general trends of c.3% 
annual population growth 
rate throughout the 
Master Plan area. 

County Dublin 1,058,264 6.1 1,122,821 1,187,176 5.7 12.2

State 3.626m 8 3.917m 4.239m 8.2 16.9

Note: 1  80% of DED included in assessment
 2  50% of DED included in assessment
 3  50% of DED included in assessment

TABLE 4.1    DOCKLANDS AND COMPARATORS
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The population changes in the Docklands between 1996 and 2006 may be summarised as follows: 

The DEDs of North Dock A and North Dock B both experienced growth of just 1% in the decade 

to 2006 with North Dock B witnessing a 6.8% population decline in the latest inter-censal period 

(2002-2006).  

Pembroke East A witnessed growth of 10.5% between 2002 and 2006, thereby reversing the pat-

tern of population decline evident in this DED in the previous inter-censal period (-1%).  

The level of population growth evident in the DEDs of North Dock C and Mansion House A both 

moderated significantly in the period 2002-2006 (17.1% and 4.5%) from the levels of growth 

experienced between 1996-2002 (48% and 36%).  

The data indicates that the DEDs of South Dock and Pembroke West A both experienced a rapid 

expansion in the level of demographic expansion in the period 2002-2006 (36.1% and 31.5%) 

when compared to that witnessed in the period 1996-2006 (13.8% and -1.5%).

The 1997 Master Plan set a population growth target for the Docklands of an additional 23,000 

persons in the period to 2012. The population of the Area has increased significantly since 1997 

and is likely to grow at a rate well in excess of that of the State and the remainder of the city. 

According to projections based on the ‘Central Statistics Office (CSO) Regional Projections 2006-

2021’ (May 2005) and the ‘DoEHLG Advice Note on Revised National and Regional Projections to 

Regional and Local Authorities’ (February 2007), the population of the Docklands Area would be 

in the range 26,780-28,800 in 2013.  

However, the Area is the focus of significant development, including substantial residential 

development, in particular in the areas of Section 25 Planning Schemes. The future popula-

tion of the Area is therefore dependent on the rollout of residential development under these 

schemes and through completion of permitted residential developments in other areas.  Ac-

cordingly, a demand and supply projection based on a continuation of annual demand for new 

residential units in the area would yield a projected population of 30,500 by 2013. On the 

other hand, an analysis of residential developments already approved by both the Authority 

and Dublin City Council and in planning, puts the Area’s estimated potential total population 

at 34,600 by 2013. In theory, with timely provision of all necessary infrastructure (including 

water, waste water, electricity, public transport and social infrastructure), a suitable economic 

climate and the parallel and efficient rollout of development, the population of the Docklands 

could increase to a level of up to 42,000 by 2013.

It is the opinion of the Authority that a reasonable estimate for the population of the Docklands 

Area would be in the range of 32,000 to 42,000 by 2013. This represents an estimated increase 

of between 14,500 and 24,500 in the period 1996-2013 and between 10,000 and 20,000 over 

the period 2006-2013.

It should also be noted that significant intensification of development, with higher average densi-

ties, would result from proposed amendments to the North Lotts Planning Scheme. This together 

with the proposed Poolbeg Planning Scheme and other proposals for extensions to and amend-

ments of Section 25 Planning Schemes (as outlined in Part 8: Implementation) could provide for 

increases in the population of the Area during the next 10 years to 2018.

In relation to the profile of new residents in Docklands, since the 1997 Master Plan, residential 

units have been primarily occupied by short-to-medium-term residents without children. This 

trend has continued for some ten years and the majority of units built in the Area have com-

prised two-bedroom apartments. The Authority remains committed to encouraging families to 

live in the Area and to facilitate as wide a mix of dwelling types, sizes and tenures as possible. 

In this regard, the Authority will also give effect to the provisions of ‘Sustainable Urban Hous-

ing: Design Standards for New Apartments as incorporated by Dublin City Council in Section 

4.5.0 of the Dublin City Development Plan, 2005-2011 (Variation No. 21)’, which provides for 

•

•

•

•
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larger apartments and promotes family occupation of such units. In order to respond to rapidly 

changing household sizes and types, the use of adaptable residential units will also be encour-

aged to ensure flexibility in meeting the future needs of differing households in the Area in a 

sustainable manner.

4.2.2 SOCIAL AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING

It remains an imperative to ensure that the existing resident population and its renewal be 

catered for by offering an opportunity to local people to form households and continue to live 

within the Area. Despite the recent fall in residential property prices experienced throughout the 

country and in Dublin, market forces continue to put the purchase of private housing beyond 

the reach of many local residents.  

It is the policy of this Master Plan that 20% of all new residential units within the overall Area be 

allocated for social and affordable housing. According to research carried out by the Authority 

in late 2008, a total of 773 social and affordable units are currently certified within the Planning 

Scheme areas. This research found that an overall total of 3,837 residential units were certified 

within the Planning Scheme areas. Some 319 social and affordable units are now completed 

with a further 91 units nearing completion while an additional 186 units are ready to be devel-

oped concurrently with the delivery of market housing within the area.

Social and affordable housing should be integrated and distributed throughout new develop-

ment areas to counteract undue segregation or concentration. Such housing should be indistin-

guishable from market housing in terms of design and appearance.

4.2.3 SPECIAL NEEDS AND STUDENT ACCOMMODATION

It is acknowledged that there is a particular need for residential accommodation for the eld-

erly and those with special needs, including related support facilities within the Docklands 

Area. The Authority will promote the provision of such accommodation including associated 

caretakers’ accommodation and treatment facilities. In addition, the Authority will promote 

the provision of supported housing in association with the relevant agencies and providers. 

The provision of accommodation for travellers and the homeless will be facilitated in collabo-

ration with Dublin City Council.  

The provision of student accommodation in suitable locations will also be encouraged in as-

sociation with third-level institutions and in collaboration with Dublin City Council. (Student 

accommodation will not be considered as forming part of the 20% social and affordable 

requirement nor will such accommodation be treated as residential use for the purposes of 

social and affordable housing.)
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4.2.4 RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS AND 
CONTROLS    

The Planning Schemes and Area Action Plans deal in detail with issues such as density, plot ratio, 

land-use mix, house types and size of units for the areas that they cover. The ‘Residential Density – 

Guideline for Planning Authorities, 1999’ and the ‘Sustainable Residential Development in Urban 

Areas Consultation Draft Guidelines for Planning Authorities February 2008’, have been consulted 

in the review of the Master Plan and will also be consulted in new, amended or extended Planning 

Schemes and any amendments to Area Action Plans. For the purposes of this Master Plan, the 

Authority will continue to be guided by these Guidelines.

The Authority is also committed to implementing the provisions of Sustainable Urban Housing: De-

sign Standards for New Apartments as incorporated by Dublin City Council in Section 4.5.0 of the 

‘Dublin City Development Plan, 2005-2011’ (Variation No 21), which provides guidelines in respect 

of apartment size, internal layout, unit mix and open-space provision. The Authority may also con-

sider applying a modified density standard based on bed spaces per hectare (rather than units per 

hectare) in Section 25 Planning Schemes to reflect the higher occupancy of family sized units.

The Authority acknowledges the provisions of the Department of the Environment, Heritage and 

Local Government ‘Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Residential Density’ (1999), which state 

that, in principle, there should be no upper limit of the number of dwellings that may be pro-

vided within any town or city centre site, subject to specific open space, amenity, urban design, 

conservation, plot ratio and site coverage safeguards. These provisions have been restated in the 

‘Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas Consultation Draft Guidelines for Planning 

Authorities’ (February 2008).  The 1999 Guidelines also provide for plot ratio proportions of floor-

space to the site area of 1.0 to 2.5 for ‘City / Town Centre / Brownfield’ sites.  

The Docklands comprises significant areas of ‘brownfield’ land as defined in the above-mentioned 

Guidelines (1999) and Draft Guidelines (2008).  In accordance with the current and draft Guide-

lines, the Authority will promote the development of areas within Planning Schemes to higher 

densities, particularly those lands close to existing or future public transport corridors, subject to 

the safeguards provided. 

The Draft Guidelines recommend that increased densities should be promoted within 400-500 metres 

of a bus or light-rail stop and within 1 km of a rail station, with the carrying capacity of public trans-

port taken into consideration in considering appropriate densities. Furthermore, the Draft Guidelines 

specify that minimum net densities of 50 dwellings per hectare be applied within transport corridors, 

subject to the design and amenity standards, with highest densities at rail stations and bus stops.  The 

Draft Guidelines also require that higher densities must be accompanied in all cases by high qualitative 

standards of design and layout and that particular sensitivity is required in relation to the design and 

location of apartment blocks which are higher than existing adjacent residential development.

Appendix B of the ‘Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas Consultation Draft Guidelines 

for Planning Authorities’ (February 2008) recommends that a gross density measure is best applied to 

overall land areas required for mixed use developments or for Local Area Plans, whereas a net density 

is best for allocating housing land within Local Area Plans. Therefore, the Master Plan provides a gross 

density for mixed use development in the range of an indicative plot ratio of 2.0:1 to 3.0:1 across Sec-

tion 25 Planning Scheme areas, with net densities to be provided in each Planning Scheme.  

Net densities in terms of plot ratio and/or dwellings per hectare on individual sites within Section 

25 Planning Scheme areas shall be in accordance with the provisions and qualitative standards 

of the ‘Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Residential Density’ (1999) and the ‘Sustainable 

Residential Development in Urban Areas Consultation Draft Guidelines for Planning Authorities’ 

(February 2008). Consequently, higher net densities will be promoted on lands close to existing or 
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future public transport nodes / corridors, subject to the safeguards and standards required, with 

some decreasing of densities further from such nodes / corridors.   

The maximum net site density standard set out in the previous Master Plan of 247 units per hec-

tare has proven to provide a combination of sustainable residential development and qualitative 

standards of amenity for residents and, therefore, a net density standard should be continued in 

the Master Plan as an indicative guide rather than a maximum. Having regard to the new apart-

ment standards introduced under Policy LU10 of the Master Plan (implementing the provisions 

of Variation No. 21 of the ‘Dublin City Development Plan 2005-11’), an average indicative net 

site density of 247 dwellings per hectare is recommended for Planning Scheme areas for guid-

ance purposes and in accordance with the promotion of family living in Docklands. In addition, 

an indicative net site density range is recommended of between 150 dwellings per hectare as 

an indicative lower density and up to 325 dwellings per hectare as an indicative higher density 

for core central areas at public transport nodes.

However, lower net densities in terms of plot ratio and/or dwellings per hectare may be appro-

priate in certain locations such as those immediately adjacent to existing dwellings or adjacent 

to protected structures, designated nature conservation areas and Seveso II sites, whilst higher 

net densities may be considered by the Authority in accordance with the provisions of the 

Guidelines and Draft Guidelines above and the paragraphs below.

A higher indicative plot ratio for residential development may be permitted on individual sites 

and in high-density, mixed-use development in locations adjoining major public transport nodes 

and corridors, where the plot ratio is provided in accordance with the Section 25 Planning 

Scheme (or Amended or Extended Planning Scheme) for the area, and the development accords 

with the provisions of Policy LU3 of the Master Plan, which states:

“Higher-density development, taller buildings and intensification will be dependent on the 

provision of high-quality architectural design, public realm, open space, community gain, 

the proper planning of sustainable neighbourhoods, connectivity to public transport and ad-

equate water, drainage, electricity and flood protection infrastructure”.  

Indicative gross plot ratios for mixed use development in the Section 25 Planning Scheme areas 

will be in the range of 2.0 to 3.0 over the entire lands intended for comprehensive development, 

redevelopment, rejuvenation, conservation and renewal in the Planning Scheme area (as defined 

in 4.1.4.1 above). In certain circumstances, the Authority will consider higher plot ratios for 

mixed use development in Section 25 Planning Schemes having regard to the following: 

In locations adjoining major public transport nodes and corridors, where an appropriate mix of 

residential and commercial uses are provided for, 

To facilitate comprehensive redevelopment in areas in need of urban renewal, 

To maintain existing streetscape profiles, 

Where the site already has the benefit of a higher plot ratio, 

and 

The plot ratio and any other density standards provided in the relevant Section 25 Planning Scheme 

(or Amended or Extended Planning Scheme), 

Policy LU3 of the Master Plan, 

The ‘Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Residential Density’ (1999) and the ‘Sustainable Resi-

dential Development in Urban Areas – Consultation Draft Guidelines for Planning Authorities’ 

(February 2008) or such subsequently published Guidelines.  

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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In addition, in certain circumstances and subject to appropriate urban design, lower plot ratios may 

be considered or required by the Authority as follows: 

Where sites adjoin areas designated for nature conservation, 

Where sites adjoin or are in close proximity to Seveso II sites, 

Where sites are proximate to historic or protected structures, 

Where it is necessitated by the existing context, and/or 

Where particular use types, such as family residential accommodation, are designated in Planning 

Schemes.

All Section 25 Planning Schemes (including Amended and Extended Planning Schemes) contain 

proposals in relation to the overall design of proposed development, including the maximum 

heights of structures, in accordance with Section 25(2)(c) of the Dublin Docklands Development 

Authority Act, 1997. The location and height of landmark buildings are and will continue to be 

identified and detailed in Section 25 Planning Schemes, refer also to Part 6: Urban Design Frame-

work of this Master Plan.

Policies  

The Authority will (or will require): 

•

•

•

•

•

Policy LU6

Promote the ongoing expansion of the residential base of the Dock-

lands Area through the provision of residential use in all parts of 

the Area, save those where shared use would be incompatible with 

other uses.

Policy LU7

Provide appropriate zoning of sufficient lands and for the implemen-

tation, extension and amendment of Section 25 Planning Schemes, as 

appropriate, to cater for a target population of between 32,000 and 

42,000 by 2013, subject to the timely provision of all necessary infra-

structure (including water, waste water, electricity, public transport 

and social infrastructure), a suitable economic climate and the parallel 

and efficient roll out of development.

Policy LU8

Promote sustainable high-density residential development throughout 

the Area subject to the highest architectural design and qualitative 

standards and ensuring that such development has regard to the na-

ture and character of existing surrounding residential development.  

Policy LU9

Comply with the ‘Residential Density – Guidelines for Planning Au-

thorities 1999’ and the ‘Consultation Draft Guidelines for Plan-

ning Authorities: Sustainable Residential Development in Urban 

Areas‘ (DoEHLG, February 2008)  (or any subsequently published 

Guidelines) in the assessment of all new residential development 

proposals in the Area.
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Policy LU10

Implement the Dublin City Council policy, Achieving Liveable Sus-

tainable New Apartment Homes, as set out in section 4.5.0 of the 

‘Dublin City Development Plan 2005-2011’ (Variation No 21) and the 

amended quantitative and qualitative standards set out in Section 

15.9 of that Development Plan in relation to all new apartment de-

velopment within the Area.

Policy LU11

Provide for social and affordable housing at a minimum ratio of 20% 

throughout all residential development in the Docklands Area.  

Policy LU12

Promote the establishment of sustainable residential communities 

through the provision of a wide mix of types, sizes and tenures of dwell-

ings within the Area including accommodation for seniors, supported 

housing and accommodation for those with special needs.

Policy LU13

Promote the principle of adaptable and fully accessible residential units 

in new residential developments to meet the needs of changing house-

hold requirements in a flexible manner.

Policy LU14*

A floorspace ratio in the order of 60-70:40-30 residential to commer-

cial will be required in the proposed Section 25 Planning Scheme for 

Poolbeg in accordance with the capacity of public transportation pro-

posed for the area.

 

Policy LU15*

The Poolbeg Planning Scheme to include a strategy for the phasing of 

development in tandem with the delivery of high capacity public trans-

port line(s), such as BRT and Luas.

Policy LU16

Promote, facilitate and monitor the implementation of supporting com-

munity, social and economic facilities in tandem with the completion of 

new residential development.

Policy LU17

Require designers to ensure that residential developments interact 

with the street by means of frequent entrances, overlooking win-

dows and balconies, whilst in residential streets ensuring a secure 

separation between any ground floor living accommodation and the 

public street.  

Policy LU18

Promote the design of residential complexes that do not articulate social 

differences and manage them according to the Authority’s integrated 

housing initiative for housing, play areas and public realm within new 

residential complexes.
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Policy LU19

Have regard to the ‘Childcare Facilities – Guidelines for Planning Au-

thorities 2001’ in the assessment of all new residential development 

proposals.   

Policy LU20 

Protect existing single-family dwellings in Zone 1 ‘protection of residen-

tial amenities’ and Zone 2 ‘residential conservation areas’ from conver-

sion to multiple-occupancy.  

Policy LU21 

Develop, promote and implement Sustainability Appraisal as a require-

ment for all future applications for Section 25 consent in the Docklands 

Area.  The features to be incorporated into Sustainability Appraisal to 

be established and included in Section 25 Planning Schemes.

MIXED DEVELOPMENT
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4.3 COMMUNITY AND EDUCATION FACILITIES

4.3.1 CONTEXT

The expansion of the population of the Area will have implications for the provision of commu-

nity facilities such as community and leisure centres, health facilities, childcare facilities, librar-

ies, Garda stations, Government services, faith based community facilities, places of worship 

and schools/training facilities.  It is imperative that the land-use strategy for Docklands is capa-

ble of facilitating a wide range of community and educational uses throughout the Area and 

that such uses can be provided in tandem with other new development. An audit of the existing 

community facilities serving the Area was carried out in 2004 by Colin Buchanan on behalf of 

the Authority, which concluded that the Area had good general infrastructure of such facilities, 

but certain deficiencies were also noted including underutilisation and poor physical condition 

of certain buildings. Further audits will need to be carried out on a regular basis to ensure the 

requirements of the Area are consistently monitored and provided for as required.

In this regard, the Authority is committed to working with the local community and other rel-

evant bodies in relation to the design and use of such facilities to ensure that these can be used 

for as wide a range of uses and as efficiently as possible. 

Given the rapidly increasing population of Docklands as recorded in the 2006 Census, the Au-

thority will promote the provision of a new public library/information centre serving the Area. 

The increasing importance of the provision of health facilities serving the Area is also noted and 

the Authority will collaborate with the HSE in relation to the provision of primary healthcare 

services in the Area. 

The issues of education and training are also of paramount importance in the Area. Given the 

increasing population within Docklands, it is envisaged that the elements of community infrastruc-

ture currently underutilised can be fully utilised, which will be of benefit to the community. 

All proposed Section 25 Planning Schemes or any extension or amendment to such schemes 

shall provide an assessment of community facilities (including education), having regard to 

existing capacity and the provision of new facilities in tandem with development, in accord-

ance with the Consultation Draft Guidelines for Planning Authorities: ‘Sustainable Residential 

Development in Urban Areas Consultation Draft Guidelines for Planning Authorities February 

2008’  or subsequent Guidelines ‘The Provision of Schools and the Planning System: A Code of 

Practice for Planning Authorities, the Department of Education and Science, and the Depart-

ment of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government’ (July 2008), and in consultation 

with stakeholders. 

The Authority is committed to promoting the renewal and expansion of existing primary and 

secondary level schools within the Area as required. The issue of the provision, expansion and/or 

renewal of educational facilities will also require to be reviewed during the life of this Plan and 

the Authority will collaborate with the Department of Education and Science in this regard. The 

growing population is likely to increase demand for school provision, assuming that a propor-

tionate amount of the new population is of school-going age. The Authority also supports high 

levels of training and educational attainment as a means of maintaining a well-educated and 

skilled workforce within Docklands.

DOCKLANDS TALENT CONTEST

HAIRCUTS BY CHILDREN , DUBLIN FRINGE 
FESTIVAL

SEAN O’CASEY COMMUNITY CENTRE
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Policies  

The Authority will: 

Policy LU22

Prepare, in partnership with local communities and relevant bodies, ini-

tiatives for community facilities in the Docklands Area and promote the 

flexible and innovative design of such facilities so that their use can be 

maximised for a wide range of purposes.  

Policy LU23

Progress the implementation of the Plot 8 community facility in Grand Ca-

nal Dock in association with community groups and Waterways Ireland.  

Policy LU24

Progress the implementation of the Action Plan for East Wall, jointly un-

dertaken with Dublin City Council, and where specific shortfalls are iden-

tified, make proposals to address those shortfalls.   

Policy LU25

Promote and facilitate the provision of a new Public Library/Info-Centre 

for the Docklands Area.  

Policy LU26

Promote, support and facilitate the HSE and other health service providers 

in the provision of primary healthcare facilities in the Docklands Area.

Policy LU27

Encourage the provision of childcare facilities in appropriate locations 

having regard to ‘Childcare Facilities - Guidelines for Planning Authorities 

2001’ to meet the capacity needs of the current and growing population 

of the Docklands Area.

Policy LU28

Facilitate the provision of an ecumenical centre/space in the Docklands 

Area. 

Policy LU29

Promote the provision, expansion and renewal of primary and secondary 

schools as required to meet capacity needs and continue to keep educa-

tional requirements under review with an educational needs assessment 

and having regard to ‘The Provision of Schools and the Planning System - A 

Code of Practice for Planning Authorities’ from the Department of Educa-

tion and Science, and the draft guidelines ‘Sustainable Residential Devel-

opment in Urban Areas’ from the Department of Environment, Heritage 

and Local Government (July 2008), and in consultation with stakeholders.

Policy LU30

Facilitate schools in meeting any physical shortfalls being experienced in 

offering pupils a full range of curricular activities required by the Depart-

ment of Education and Science by seeking to maximise the rational use of 

existing facilities such as parks, sports halls and community centres.
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Policy LU31 

Facilitate the development of training centres or other facilities to meet 

the physical needs of education and training proposals articulated in 

Parts 2 and 3 of the Plan.

Policy LU32 

Require that all proposed Section 25 Planning Schemes or any extension 

or amendment to such schemes shall provide an assessment of community 

facilities (including education), having regard to existing capacity and the 

provision of new facilities in tandem with development, in accordance 

with the ‘Consultation Draft Guidelines for Planning Authorities: Sustain-

able Residential Development in Urban Areas’ (DoEHLG, February 2008) 

or any subsequent Guidelines and in consultation with stakeholders. 

DOCKLANDS SCHOOLS THEATRE FESTIVAL
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4.4.1 INTRODUCTION

The Docklands Area has become a prime office location in Dublin in recent years, consolidating the 

success of the IFSC. (The continuing development and expansion of the IFSC is considered in Part 3 

of the Plan.) Office use has become the key driver of employment, inward investment and economic 

development within the Area and, as such, is crucial to the ongoing development and success of 

Docklands. In land-use terms, offices are facilitated in four key commercial zoning categories within 

the Area namely, zone 4 (mixed services facilities), zone 5 (central area), zone 6 (enterprise and employ-

ment) and zone 14 (mixed-use rejuvenation). These categories will continue to be the primary zonings 

that will facilitate a wide range of office uses and types throughout the Docklands. In addition to em-

ployment creation, offices are an essential part of successful sustainable mixed-use development and 

play an integral role in relation to transportation infrastructure and its viability. As such, having regard 

to the existing and proposed high-quality public transportation routes and nodes serving Docklands 

in the medium term, the Authority will encourage the provision of offices at locations well served by 

such transportation services.  The Authority will also encourage the provision of live-work units as part 

of mixed-use developments in appropriate locations as a means of enlivening streets and contributing 

to the vitality of a given area, as well as to provide accommodation for the creative sectors and small 

businesses, and to facilitate home-working.  

It is noted that the previous Master Plan placed significant emphasis on the differing types of office 

use namely, Type A (high specification), Type B (back office/administration), office-based industry, 

etc. Whilst it is important to understand the differing aspects of the office sector, it is not considered 

necessary to specifically distinguish between these differing forms for the purposes of this land-use 

section. Thus, references in this chapter to offices relate to the general office use class in its broadest 

sense (as defined in the Class 2 and 3 of the Planning and Development Regulations 2001-2007). 

The Section 25 Planning Schemes will provide for more detailed analysis for office use(s) for different 

areas where relevant. 

4.4.2 OVERVIEW

While the bulk of office development activity in Dublin in the period 1997-2002 comprised 

suburban development, the majority of office development over the last five years in the 

capital has occurred in the city centre region. This has primarily taken the form of new de-

velopments in locations such as Dublin Docklands and redevelopment projects in other prime 

parts of the city centre. According to research carried out by CBRE as part of the review of the 

Master Plan, approximately 38% or 369,000 sq m of the new office accommodation that has 

been built in Dublin since 2002 has been located in Dublin Docklands specifically. Over the 

period 2002-2007, Dublin Docklands has accounted for approximately one third of the city’s 

office take-up each year.  

The Docklands became firmly established as a prime location in the Dublin office market in 

the last five years in particular. There are a number of reasons for this, primarily the availabil-

ity of land for development in this district offering tenants the potential to develop bespoke 

headquarter buildings and the area’s proximity to the central business district, specifically the 

prime Dublin 2/4 office district. A number of high-profile occupiers have moved to the Area 

in recent years and this has boosted the profile of the Area as an office destination of choice, 

particularly for larger office requirements. In the period 2002-2007, the Docklands Area of the 

capital has accounted for almost one third of overall office take-up in the Dublin market each 

year, compared to approximately 20% in the preceding five-year period.  

4.4 OFFICES (INCLUDING FINANCIAL AND 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES)

IFSC

MCCANN FITZGERALD, SIR JOHN 
ROGERSON’S QUAY
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The previously mentioned CBRE research indicates that, since 2002, approximately 328,700 sq m of 

office accommodation has been let in the Dublin Docklands Area. Of this, approximately 60% was 

located in South Docklands and 40% was located in the North.  This compares to office take-up of 

approximately 115,787 sq m in the Docklands Area in the preceding Master Plan period. 

There has been a relatively even split between occupier types in the Dublin office market since 

2002, although tenants signing lettings in Dublin have primarily comprised business services and 

financial companies. 

The distinction has been more profound in Dublin Docklands however, with a greater concentration 

of legal firms, IT companies and financial sector tenants locating here than elsewhere in the market 

in the period. Based on market analysis, it appears that demand is strong across a range of different 

size requirements and in this regard, some developers are considering the merits of letting buildings 

on a floor-by-floor basis.

4.4.3 FUTURE DEMAND AND SUPPLY

It is envisaged that demand for office accommodation in Dublin Docklands will continue to emanate 

from a broad mix of occupier types and lettings will continue to range from small service occupier 

requirements up to large headquarter facility requirements.

Docklands has now become an established location for national and international headquarters 

of financial services companies and international business services, in particular legal, accounting, 

specialised software and other shared services and support companies.  This process of co-location 

has generated a synergy which drives the Docklands as the prime location in the city, the country, 

and as one of the leading centres in the world for financial and professional services, with Dublin 

now ranked 13th in a survey of the world’s leading financial centres according to the Global Serv-

ices Index commissioned by the City of London Corporation in March 2008. It is the opinion of the 

Authority that the driver of co-location of international financial services and international business 

services, together with creation and expansion of local and national business support services, will 

continue to reinforce and even increase the demand for office accommodation within Docklands 

over the period of the Master Plan.  

One of the key drivers for office development has been the proximity of large parts of the Docklands 

to major rail stations, quality bus corridors and the Luas terminus at Connolly Station. The opening 

of both the Port Tunnel and the Docklands rail station at Sheriff Street has further enhanced the 

accessibility of Docklands. The Luas C1 extension from Connolly to the Point Village, which is due 

for completion in 2009, will provide a high-capacity public transport corridor through northern 

Docklands, further increasing the accessibility of North Lotts in particular. 

This high level of accessibility justifies increased density of development in the North Lotts area, whilst 

also providing the opportunity to further enhance the amenities of the area, and the Authority intends 

to make provision for such in a proposed amendment to the North Lotts Planning Scheme 2002 

(amended 2006), refer to Part 8: Implementation of the Master Plan relating to Section 25 Areas.  

The Interconnector underground rail line proposed in ‘Transport 21’, which connects the Kil-

dare line at Heuston and the northern DART line, will include a new Docklands station in the 

western part of the North Lotts Planning Scheme area. This major project is targeted for com-

pletion in 2016 and would significantly increase accessibility to the area, as well as providing 
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a new public transport interchange with the Luas C1 line extension. Therefore the construc-

tion of the Interconnector would also support intensification of development in the vicinity of 

the station in Docklands within the North Lotts Planning Scheme area, a factor which will be 

considered by the Authority in the proposed amendment to the North Lotts Planning Scheme 

as mentioned above.

Indicative gross plot ratios for mixed use development (including offices and other commercial 

uses) in the Section 25 Planning Scheme areas will be in the range of 2.0 to 3.0 over the entire 

lands intended for comprehensive development, redevelopment, rejuvenation, conservation 

and renewal in the Planning Scheme area (as defined in 4.1.4.1 above). In certain circum-

stances, the Authority will consider higher plot ratios for commercial development in Section 

25 Planning Schemes having regard to the following: 

In locations adjoining major public transport nodes and corridors, where an appropriate mix 

of residential and commercial uses are provided for, 

To facilitate comprehensive redevelopment in areas in need of urban renewal, 

To maintain existing streetscape profiles, 

Where the site already has the benefit of a higher plot ratio, 

The plot ratio and any other density standards provided in the relevant Section 25 Planning 

Scheme (or Amended or Extended Planning Scheme), 

Policy LU3 of the Master Plan.  

Furthermore, in certain circumstances and subject to appropriate urban design, lower plot ratios 

may be considered or required by the Authority as follows: 

Where sites adjoin areas designated for nature conservation, 

Where sites adjoin or are in close proximity to Seveso II sites, 

Where sites are proximate to historic or protected structures, 

Where it is necessitated by the existing context, and/or 

Where particular use types requiring lower plot ratios are designated in Planning Schemes.  

As mentioned in Section 4.2.1 above, it is proposed to generally maintain a 60:40 residential to 

commercial use mix in Section 25 Planning Schemes areas. However, the Authority may consider 

some flexibility in relation to this ratio in specific locations, provided the land use mix is generally 

maintained across the Section 25 Planning Scheme areas. 

In relation to the proposed Section 25 Planning Scheme for Poolbeg a floorspace ratio in the 

order of 60-70:40-30 residential to commercial use will be required due to the limited capacity 

of the road network in the vicinity and the estimated capacity of appropriate public transporta-

tion infrastructure to serve the Area.

All Section 25 Planning Schemes (including Amended and Extended Planning Schemes) contain 

proposals in relation to the overall design of proposed development, including the maximum 

heights of structures, in accordance with Section 25(2)(c) of the ‘Dublin Docklands Development 

Authority Act, 1997’. The location and height of landmark buildings are and will continue to 

be identified and detailed in Section 25 Planning Schemes; refer also to Part 6: Urban Design 

Framework of this Master Plan. 

In relation to office development on lands zoned Objective Z14, the Master Plan provides that 

all Class 2 and 3 Uses according to the ‘Planning and Development Regulations, 2001-2007’ 

and ‘Office’ use as defined in Appendix 13 of the ‘Dublin City Development Plan 2005-11’ are 

classified as ‘permitted uses’ within lands zoned Objective Z14.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Policies  

The Authority will: 

Policy LU33

Facilitate the economic development of the Area primarily as a centre 

of knowledge-based and creative employment.  

Policy LU34

Encourage the location of new office areas around major transport 

nodes as part of mixed-use developments in the Area.   

Policy LU35

Seek the provision of offices in a range of specifications and unit sizes 

in the Docklands Area in order to meet changing market demand.  

Policy LU36

Identify and monitor key economic performance indicators to measure 

the performance and attractiveness of Docklands and as a location for 

business and economic development and to support economic com-

petitiveness within the Area.

Policy LU37

Facilitate the further expansion of the International Financial Services 

Centre and associated financial, information and professional services 

in the Docklands Area.

PRICE WATERHOUSE COOPER BUILDING
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4.5 ENTERPRISE, INDUSTRY AND UTILITIES

4.5.1 OVERVIEW

The decline in the industrial and manufacturing sectors in Docklands has continued in the period since 

2002 with very little new industrial or warehouse accommodation developed over the past five years. 

This land-use pattern reflects the continuing decline in manufacturing employment and the growth in 

residential and other commercial uses such as offices and retail. Many existing occupiers or industrial 

landowners have relocated to more cost effective and accessible locations. Obsolescence and higher 

land values have also been contributing factors.    

There has been very little industrial accommodation developed in Dublin Docklands in the last five-year 

period. Some 1,695 sq m of industrial accommodation and some enterprise units are currently under 

construction on Sheriff Street and it is expected that industrial uses will be primarily confined to loca-

tions such as this. No new lands will be zoned for industrial or warehousing use within the Area. 

A number of small and medium sized businesses exist throughout the Area, which take advantage 

of the Area’s proximity to the city centre. These uses comprise a valuable employment resource and 

the Authority will encourage their retention and expansion, where such enterprises wish to remain 

in the Area and are appropriate to the Area. Where such uses are proximate to existing residential 

use, strong environmental management standards will be applied to alleviate any adverse impacts 

on neighbouring residential uses. 

Regarding utilities, Poolbeg remains the key location for a number of existing power stations, sewage 

treatment plant and other utilities serving Dublin and the wider region. The Authority recognises and 

supports the key national and metropolitan roles of these facilities and their service corridors. In addi-

tion, An Bord Pleanála granted planning permission in 2007 for a major waste-to-energy plant in Pool-

beg, which will cater for the thermal treatment of waste from the four Dublin local authorities. Whilst 

the existing utilities and the new plant will remain zoned Objective Z7 and Z7A (industrial uses and 

employment creation) to facilitate their expansion and/or other works requiring planning permission, 

as noted above, a significant part of the Poolbeg Peninsula currently zoned Objective Z7 is proposed 

to be zoned Objective Z14 as part of this Master Plan as these lands now form part of the lands within 

the Designated Area of the Section 25 Planning Scheme for Poolbeg (see Part 8: Implementation). The 

interface between the Planning Scheme area, the existing residential areas of Ringsend, the amenity 

area along Sandymount Strand and the utilities will require careful consideration and provision for the 

improvement of amenities. All future major projects in Poolbeg will require full assessment in respect 

of environmental impacts particularly in relation to traffic and emissions. Any development on the pe-

ninsula will also be required to comply with the provisions of the Seveso II Directive, which is designed 

to prevent major accidents involving dangerous substances.

THE CHQ BUILDING
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Policies  

The Authority will: 

Policy LU38

Encourage the expansion of existing small, medium and large businesses 

where such businesses wish to remain within the Area and are appropri-

ate to the Area.  

Policy LU39

Promote an enterprise culture and enterprise development in the 

Docklands through the provision of affordable enterprise space to 

business start-ups and micro creative enterprises.

Policy LU40

Retain suitable areas for the development of small enterprise, micro 

enterprise and workshop use (including clustering) where appropriate, 

whilst applying strong environmental management policies to allevi-

ate any disamenity to neighbouring residential uses.

Policy LU41

Encourage the relocation of open storage uses and the redevelopment 

of underutilised and open storage areas with sustainable and high-

quality development of appropriate scale, height and density.

Policy LU42

Ensure that all future major projects in the Poolbeg Peninsula are care-

fully assessed for environmental impacts, particularly as regards emis-

sions and traffic.

Policy LU43

Have regard to the Seveso II Directive relating to the control of major 

accidents involving dangerous substances when implementing Master 

Plan objectives and policies.
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4.6.1 INTRODUCTION

The primary planning policy context in respect of retail development is the ‘Retail Planning Guide-

lines for Planning Authorities 2005’ and the ‘Retail Planning Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area 

2008-2016’ (see 4.6.2). The Retail Planning Guidelines highlight that all development plans should 

include clear policies for retail development, which should facilitate a competitive and healthy envi-

ronment for the retail industry. Policies should promote forms of development that are easily acces-

sible particularly by public transport in locations that encourage multi-purpose shopping, business 

and leisure trips on the same journey. Development Plans should be supportive of district centres 

and seek to protect the viability of town centres. The Guidelines placed a cap of 3,500 sq m on the 

floor area of supermarkets in the Dublin area. 

Ireland is undoubtedly entering a slower phase of economic growth, which will likely prove a 

threat to the pace of consumer spending in the short to medium term, which may impact on retail 

provision within Docklands. However, given the very significant increase in office development in 

the Docklands in recent years (with an estimated working population of 40,000 persons), together 

with 3,690 new housing units developed in the area in the last five year period, it is considered 

that the resulting increase in footfall and business activity in the area has boosted demand for a 

range of convenience stores and retail services in the Docklands Area.  As such, it is considered 

that there is still an undersupply of retail facilities in the Docklands hinterland and this is an issue 

that needs to be addressed over the lifetime of this Master Plan, considering the amount of new 

4.6 RETAIL

FIGURE 4.1   RETAIL 

Proposed District Centre

Existing Neighbourhood Centre

Existing Local Shopping

Proposed Shopping at Poolbeg 
up to District Centre Level

Ground Level Retail / Active Uses

Proposed Interconnector Square 
with Ground Level Retail
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next five years. There is also a clear need for a mix of additional restaurant facilities and other 

night-time uses to be provided in the Area.

4.6.2 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

In terms of retail floorspace, the Authority’s Monitoring Report of 2007 estimates that 11,311 sq 

m of retail development was completed since 1997 in the Area with a further 35,956 sq m under 

construction and 25,664 sq m yet to commence. There has been an improvement in terms of retail 

provision in the Docklands Area over the last five-year period comprising small-scale retail units 

generally on the ground floor of mixed-use residential and commercial developments. 

The occupiers of these units are primarily service providers and convenience retailers serving the 

needs of employees and residents of Docklands. Such neighbourhood shops will continue to be 

provided and will be encouraged to locate at ground-floor level to secure vitality and security.  

A number of more significant retail developments have also occurred during this five-year pe-

riod. In late 2007, the chq development, providing a mix of high-end retail uses, commenced 

trading and construction started on Point Village, which will incorporate a mix of retail uses 

comprising 44 retail units and anchor stores. Point Village will be a major retail draw to the 

area and provide Docklands residents, the business population and visitors with significant new 

shopping facilities and services. In South Docklands, one of the largest schemes completed in 

the last five-year period was No 1 Grand Canal Square, which includes a range of ground-floor 

retail and café units.  

Whilst North Docklands will certainly benefit from the additional retail provision of the Point 

Village, the South Docks is significantly under-supplied with retail outlets, although it does ac-

count for the majority of such units in the planning pipeline. It is considered that the lack of ad-

equate shopping facilities in the Area would discourage families from living in the Docklands. 

The ‘Retail Planning Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area 2008-2016’ prepared by the Regional 

Planning Guidelines Office of the Dublin and Mid-East Authorities designates the Point Village and 

Poolbeg as Level 3: Town and/or District Centres. The Strategy provides a guideline size of 10,000 sq. 

m. net and up to 20,000 sq. m. net in accordance with the DoEHLG Retail Planning Guidelines.

The proposed mix and number of retail uses, units and occupiers in a proposed District Centre at 

Poolbeg will need to be carefully monitored to ensure that they complement rather than detract 

from the vitality and viability of Dublin City Centre. As part of this Master Plan the Authority will 

prepare a Section 25 Planning Scheme for Poolbeg (see Part 8: Implementation), which will pro-

vide the detailed planning framework for the provision of appropriate retail floorspace for the 

area in accordance with the ‘Retail Planning Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area 2008-2016’ 

and the ‘DoEHLG Retail Planning Guidelines’ together with a retail impact assessment of the 

proposed retail provision in the Planning Scheme.

THE CHQ BUILDING

FRESH

IL VALENTINO 
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The Authority will: 

Policy LU44
Have regard to the Retail Planning Guidelines for Planning Authorities and 
the Retail Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area, including any revisions 
thereto, in the planning and assessment of retail development proposals.

Policy LU45
Facilitate the implementation of the district centre at the ‘Point Village’, lo-
cated at the eastern end of the North Lotts Area at the East Wall Road, and 
promote therein a wide range of retail uses and consumer service facilities. 

Policy LU46

Encourage the development of local and/or corner shops in new residen-

tial and business areas. 

Policy LU47
Encourage the development of shops on main pedestrian routes to secure 
vitality and security.  

Policy LU48

Improve the environment of existing neighbourhood centres by order-

ing the surroundings with new paving, landscaping, street furniture and 

dedicated short-term parking bays.  

Policy LU49*
Require an appropriate provision of supporting retail facilities to be de-
veloped in the Poolbeg area up to Level 3: District Centre in accordance 
with the ‘Retail Planning Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area 2008-2016’, 
which are to be well served by public transport and undertaken in tandem 
with the rollout of development, in order to serve the new residential and 
workforce populations, and the surrounding area. The scale, location and 
appropriate phasing of the retail facilities are to be identified within the 
Section 25 Planning Scheme for Poolbeg, having regard to the ‘DoEHLG 

Retail Planning Guidelines, the Retail Planning Strategy for the Greater 

Dublin Area 2008-2016’ and the Dublin City Development Plan.

Policy LU50

Require a high standard of design and finish for all new and replacement 

shopfronts, signage and advertising, including the design of evening and 

night time security grilles, in accordance with the Authority’s ‘Shopfront 

& Signage Guidelines Policy Document’.  

Policy LU51
Require adequate provision to be made in new shopping developments for: 

accessibility for all
secure and conveniently located parking for cyclists
support facilities for shoppers in general, with particular regard to 
the provision of toilets, and making specific provision for parents with 
young children

•

•

•
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4.7 LIVE-WORK UNITS 

4.7.1 INTRODUCTION

Live-work units are primarily commercial premises designed to accommodate a residential element 

such as a one- or two-bedroom apartment. Live-work units are wholly or partly used for business/en-

terprise uses to provide for the following uses (inclusive):  

Office, medical and related consultants, data processing, software development, media associated 

uses, publishing and film production, artists and crafts studios, home-based economic activity,  

and/or primarily or partly used for residential uses.   

Each live-work unit shall be fitted with services suitable for business uses (including provision 

for ventilation).  

The size of the residential element should comply with the minimum space standards of the Dublin 

City Council policy Achieving Liveable Sustainable New Apartment Homes as set out in section 4.5.0 

of the ‘Dublin City Development Plan 2005-2011 (Variation No 21)’. 

Policy: 

The Authority will: 

•

Policy LU52
Encourage the provision of live-work units as part of mixed-use devel-
opments in appropriate locations (particularly at ground floor level) 
and of suitable design, which protect the amenities of overhead and 
adjacent residents.  

WORKING IN THE DOCKLANDS
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4.8 VACANT SITES 

Section 24 (2) (b) (vii) of the 1997 Act requires the inclusion in the Master Plan of “proposals 

for a programme of development or redevelopment of derelict sites or vacant sites in the Dublin 

Docklands Area”.

There are relatively few sites recorded by the strict criteria of derelict sites under the Derelict Sites 

Act. Therefore this classification does not give an accurate indication of the widespread nature of 

under-utilised sites in the Area. 

The Authority has powers under both Section 25 and Section 27 of the 1997 Act to compulsorily 

acquire land for the purposes of facilitating development. Furthermore, land may also be trans-

ferred from other statutory bodies to the Authority under Section 28 of the Act.  

POOLBEG
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THE O2

CONCERT AT GEORGE’S DOCK
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4.9 CULTURE, TOURISM AND LEISURE  

4.9.1 INTRODUCTION

The Master Plan will continue to strongly promote the provision and consolidation of cultural, tourism 

and leisure uses within the Docklands Area and these will be facilitated where appropriate throughout 

the Area. The Area has enjoyed significant success as an emerging cultural centre and it is proposed 

that the land-use vision for the Area will continue to support the provision of cultural and related 

facilities particularly as major destinations, which would serve to attract visitors into the Area. It is also 

proposed that the provision of restaurants, cafes, hotels and public houses, located in appropriate 

areas particularly in waterfront locations, will be encouraged and will add to the tourist and business 

support infrastructure in the Area. Such uses will also be considered an important element of mixed-

use development in appropriate locations.  

Please note that this Master Plan includes a chapter specifically addressing culture, tourism, and leisure 

within Docklands – see Part 7: Arts, Culture, Tourism and Leisure.   

Policies

The Authority will: 

Policy LU53

Provide for the development of any major building initiatives by Gov-

ernment and the private sector, which would act as significant cultural, 

tourist and entertainment destinations.

Policy LU54

Seek the development of attractive restaurants, cafés, public houses 

and shops, particularly in the waterfront areas, to serve as part of the 

tourist and business support infrastructure.

Policy LU55

Seek the development of a cluster of tourism facilities including ho-

tels in the Grand Canal Dock, Point Village, Georges Dock, North Wall 

Quay, Britain Quay and Poolbeg areas.

DUBLIN FRINGE FESTIVAL 2008
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4.10 OPEN SPACE AND AMENITY 

4.10.1 INTRODUCTION

The Authority will seek to preserve existing areas of open space and continue to encourage the provi-

sion of new open space (including green areas) and recreational amenities throughout the Area. It is 

acknowledged that there is a requirement to further enhance and provide areas of open space for the 

use of existing and future residents and workers in the Area. The Docklands also enjoys significant 

potential amenity through the presence of canals and rivers in the Area and also due to its coastal loca-

tion. The Authority is committed to the protection and enhancement of these amenities for the benefit 

of those living and working in, or visiting the Area. Appropriate play areas will also be required to serve 

the needs of the Area, which will have regard to the Authority’s ‘Play Space Guidelines 2007’.  

The Authority will review all existing Planning Schemes within the period of the Master Plan, with a 

view to examining the possibility of their amendment and/or extension (see Part 8: Implementation), 

subject to the statutory selection criteria for the preparation of Planning Schemes and other review 

criteria including the provision of open space. In this regard, should the North Lotts Planning Scheme 

be extended northwards during the period of the Master Plan, it is a requirement of the Authority 

that any such extended Planning Scheme shall include provision for significant public open space, 

including the provision of a park suitable in scale for active recreation. Similarly, the preparation of 

the Section 25 Planning Scheme for Poolbeg will provide for new and improved active and passive 

recreational space. Part 6: Urban Design Framework of this Master Plan provides the relevant details 

and requirements for the Public Realm (Public Open Space and Amenity) at Section 6.3.2 of the Plan 

and Policies UD27 to UD37.  

GRAND CANAL SQUARE
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Policies

The Authority will:

Policy LU56*

Seek to preserve, provide and improve recreational amenity, green ar-

eas and both active and passive open space within the Area, which is 

accessible to and useable by all Docklanders and which promotes na-

ture conservation and biodiversity enhancement within the Area.

Policy LU57*

Seek to protect and improve canal, coastal, and river amenities, in-

cluding both water-based activities and leisure amenities in areas im-

mediately adjacent, and promote nature conservation and biodiversity 

enhancement within the Area.

Policy LU58
Require that all new residential developments provide play spaces in 
accordance with the minimum standards of the Authority’s ‘Play Space 

Guidelines 2007’.  

Policy LU59*

Seek the development of a public park suitable in scale for active rec-

reation, which will provide opportunities for enhanced biodiversity, 

habitat creation and nature conservation as part of a network of pub-

lic open spaces linking the River Liffey to East Wall Road in any pro-

posed extension of the North Lotts Planning Scheme to the area north 

of Sherriff Street. Similarly, the preparation of the Section 25 Planning 

Scheme for Poolbeg will provide for new and improved active and pas-

sive recreational spaces.

Policy LU60

Seek the development of a public park suitable in scale for active rec-

reation as part of a network of public open spaces both North and 

South of the Liffey in the Docklands Area.

IFSC
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FIGURE 4.2  DUBLIN CITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2005-2011 ZONING 

Zone 1:  To protect, provide and improve residential amenities

Zone 2:  To protect and/or improve the amenities of residential conservation areas

Zone 3:  To provide for and improve neighbourhood facilities

Zone 4:  To provide for and improve mixed services facilities

Zone 5:  To consolidate and facilitate the development of the central area and to identify, reinforce 

and strengthen its civic design character and dignity

Zone 6:  To provide for the creation and protection of enterprise and facilitate opportunities for 

employment creation

Zone 7:  To provide for the protection and creation of industrial uses and facilitate opportunities 

for employment creation

Zone 7A: To provide for the protection and creation of industrial uses and facilitate opportunities 

for employment creation

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

Zone 6

Zone 7

Zone 7A

Zone 8

Zone 9

Zone 10

Zone 11

Zone 14

Zone 15
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FIGURE 4.3   DUBLIN DOCKLANDS ZONING 2008 (FOR DETAILED ZONING INFORMATION PLEASE SEE MAP A ZONING OBJECTIVES)

Zone 8:  To protect the existing architectural and civic design character, and to allow for limited 

expansion consistent with the conservation objective. To allow primarily residential and 

compatible office and institutional uses

Zone 9: To preserve, provide and improve recreational amenity, and open space

Zone 10: To consolidate and facilitate the development of inner suburban sites for mixed use 

development of which office, retail and residential would be predominant uses

Zone 11: To protect and improve canal, coastal and river amenities

Zone 14: To seek the social, economic and physical development or rejuvenation of an area with 

mixed use, of which residential and Zone 6 would be the predominant uses

Zone 15: To provide for institutional and community uses

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

Zone 6

Zone 7

Zone 7A

Zone 8

Zone 9

Zone 10

Zone 11

Zone 14

Zone 15
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GRAND CANAL DOCK




